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Abstract
Sucker rod pumps are installed in approximately 90% of all oil wells in the U.S. Although they
have been widely used for decades, there are many issues regarding the fluid dynamics of the
pump that have not been fully investigated. A project was conducted at Sandia National
Laboratories to develop unimproved understanding of the fluid dynamics inside a sucker rod
pump. A mathematical flow model was developed to predict pressures in any pump component
or an entire pump under single-phase fluid and pumping conditions. Laboratory flow tests were
conducted on instrumented individual pump components and on a complete pump to verify and
refine the model. The mathematical model was then converted to a Visual Basic program to
allow easy input of fluid, geometry and pump parameters and to generate output plots. Examples
of issues affecting pump performance investigated with the model include the effects of
viscosity, surface roughness, valve design details, plunger and vaIve pressure differentials, and
pumping rate.

Introduction
Many persistent problems in sucker rod pumping, including partial pump filling, gas
interference, fluid pound, and compression loading of the valve rod are strongIy influenced by
the hydraulics of the pump. In rod string design and diagnostic programs these pump hydraulics
effects are often lumped into ‘pump friction factors’ together with other effects such as friction
between the rods and tubing. Pump friction consists of resistance to the plunger’s downward
movement due to hydraulic resistance of fluid flowing through the pump’s internal passages,
fluid resistance in the thin annulus between the plunger and the barrel, and any metal to metal
sliding friction. This pump friction is often treated as a constant due to lack of an adequate
model. The purpose of this project was to develop a general fluid model of downhole sucker rod
pumps, which could predict for any given pump geometry, stroke rate, and well fluid properties
the resulting flow rates and pressure drops anywhere in the pump throughout the stroke. A
general fluid model would provide a better quantitative understanding of ‘pump friction’,
aHowing tradeoff studies of pump selection and stroke rate for a given well.

Some applications for such a model include:
1. To predict the differential pressure on the plunger as a function of fluid viscosity and

pump stroke rate. This differential pressure contributes to the compressive load on the
bottom of the rod string during the downstroke and could be used as an input to sucker
rod string design programs and also to evaluate rod string buckling.

2. To predict the stroke rate at which pressures at various locations in the pump would
drop below the bubble point pressure of the fluid and evolve gas inside the pump.

3. To indicate areas for improvement in the internal design of sucker rod pumps that
would minimize pressure drops through various pump components.
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4. To increase understanding of how pump geometry and pumping rate affect pump
filling and contribute to gas interference and gas locking.

The project consisted of four phases: 1) Development of a mathematical flow model, 2)
Conducting laboratory flow tests to veri& the model, 3) Converting the mathematical model into
an easy to use computer program, and 4) Used the model to investigate the effects of viscosity
and forces on plunger. Each of these phases is discussed below. Sandia developed the model,
conducted the laboratory tests, analyzed the test data, and wrote the computer program. Benny
Williams of Harbison-Fischer provided pump design information and engineering guidance.
Valuable discussions were also held with Sam Gibbs at Nabla and Dr. Podio at U. of Texas at
Austin. TRICO supplied pumps and pump components.

Mathematical Flow Model
There are many ways to model flow in the pump. One method, often used to calculate losses in
valves and fittings, is to measure the total pressure drop as a function of velocity in each
individual component in the laboratory. That data can then be used to define a loss coefficient
for each component, which can then be used to predict losses under other fluid and flow
conditions. This method requires that every component of interest be individually tested. In
addition, the loss coefficients are not constant over a wide flow range.

Another technique, the finite element method, is often used in flow modeling. But applying
finite element modeling correctly to turbulent flow in complicated geometry for flow rates that
change throughout the pump stroke requires extensive modeling experience and time consuming
mesh generation and iterative solving.

The purpose of this project was to develop a model that is easy to use, allows rapid modification
of part geometry, fluid properties, and flow rates and provides easy to understand results. The
method selected uses a nodal approach to calculate fluid velocities, pressures, and losses at each
change in geometry (or node) along the length of the pump using engineering flow equations.
The results are then summed from node to node. The model is based on pipe friction loss and
flow equations for single-phase pipe flow from The Crane Co. Technical Paper “Flow of Fluids
through Valves, Fittings, and Pipe”[l ]. These formulas were supplemented by equations for
annular flow in areas such as around the standing and traveling valve balls, past the valve rod,
etc [2]. The methodology consisted of 5 steps: 1) dividing the pump into nodes to input the
geometry, fluid properties, and flow rate, 2) determine Reynolds number, 3) determine friction
factors, 4) determine irreversible friction fluid losses, 5) determine total pressure drop between
nodes (see Appendix for details).

Laboratory Testing and ModeI Verification
The model was first implemented in a large Excel spreadsheet, and focused on the traveling
valve. It was not clear at the outset of the project whether the flow equations coidd be applied to
the pump geometry, since they assume long uniform entrance and exit conditions (typically 5-10
pipe diameters) upstream and downstream of the test item, whereas in the actual pump
components there are a number of changes in flow area located very closely together. Later
testing confirmed that the equations could be applied .to typical pump components.
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After the model was developed a number of laboratory flow tests were conducted on traveling
valves with open and closed cages and various combinations of balls and seats. Sandia does not
have an oil pump jack to stroke a sucker rod pump while measuring the flow and pressure drop.
Therefore, a test stand was assembled to measure the pressure drop across various pump
components under fixed flow cond~tions. In the tests, water was pumped through the valves at a
number of fixed flow rates representative of the range of flow rates encountered during the
pumping cycle. API Bulletin 11L3 [3]indicates that a 1 %“ pump may be used over the pump
range of 100-600 BPD. This results in a peak flow rate range of O-55 gpm from the start of the
stroke to the middle of the stroke. Test runs with the model were conducted to predict the
pressure drops in the traveling valve and throughout the pump for 5-50 gpm in 5 gpm steps.
Laboratory tests were then conducted at each of these flow rates. The data from these tests was
used to verify and to refine the model.

Adapters were fabricated to provide long straight inlet and outlet conditions for each valve.
Digital absolute pressure gauges with an accuracy of 0.01 psi were located approximately 10
diameters upstream and downstream of the test item. The flow rate was adjusted to a number of
fixed rates covering the range expected in actual pumping, from zero flow at the beginning of the
stroke to the peak flow rate in the middle of the stroke. The flow rate was measured using a
ma=wetic flow meter. The test results were then compared with the pressures predicted by the
model. Figure 1 shows the laboratory test setup for individual components.

After completing the modeling and testing of the traveling valve, a number of other components
were tested including open and closed cage traveling and standing valves with a variety of balls
and seats, high efficiency standing valves, a barrel, plunger, plunger cage, valve rod, upper
comector, valve rod amide, and an entire 1 1/2” RWAC pump in a seating nipple and tubing. In
the case of the entire pump, the hydraulic force on the plunger was measured using a spring
balance. The geometry for the entire 1 %“ sucker rod pump and associated hardware was input
into the model, including the inlet, standing valve, barrel, traveling valve, plunger, plunger top
cage, valve rod, valve rod guide, and tubing. Pressures were calculated at more than 50 locations
for a variety of flow rates. Flow tests using the entire pump were then conducted for comparison
to the model. In the tests, water was pumped through the sucker rod pump inside of tubing at

varying flow rates. Pressure taps were positioned below the standing valve, above the standing
valve, above the plunger, and in the tubing above the pump. Figure 2 shows the test setup for the
entire pump in tubing. The resulting pressures were then compared to the predictions from the
model.

Refinements to the Model
During the initial modeling and testing, the pressure drops observed in the laboratory test and
those predicted by the model agreed well at low velocities, but at high flow rates they differed by
a factor of 2-3. The model was carefully reviewed and appropriate ranges of the input variables
were determined. A sensitivity analysis was performed to determine the relative effect on the
predicted pressures introduced by errors in the input pump geometry or fluid properties. The
largest potential errors occur from errors in measuring the annular flow area around the ball or in
other tight restrictions.
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The flow areas of all of the components were carefully measured. Some components contained
non-circular flow areas or multiple passages. For example, the flow diameter used for non-
circular closed valve cages was modeled by calculating the total flow area of three crescent
shaped flow passages added to the circular central flow area, then multiplying by 4, dividing by
pi, and taking the square root, to obtain an equivalent diameter. In one of the cages there are
three parallel flow passages. . This was modeled by setting the flow in each bored hole equal to
1/3 of the total average flow.

It was found that the basic model was correct, but that more nodes were needed to adequately
account for all of the significant changes in geometry, such as bevels on the valve seats and seat
stop, and the curvature of the valve ball. When these were included, the test data and the
modeled data were in excellent agreement.

Visual Basic Program
The pump fluid flow model was converted from the large Excel spreadsheet format into a Visual
Basic program which allows easy input of pump geometry, well fluid properties, and flow rate
and rapid trade-off studies of the effects of changes in any of these inputs. Figure 3 shows the
Visual Basic program user interface. The program also produces predefine output files and
plots. The program calculates pressure ‘drop’ from the inlet of the pump assuming the single-
phase incompressible flow using the formulas in the Crane Technical Paper [1]. This includes
pressure changes due to gravity head, friction, sudden or gradual expansion or contraction, and
Bernoulli effect. Friction factor is determined by iteratively solving the Colebrook formula.
Where the pump has more than one channel, the number of channels and the dimensions of an
individual channel (the channels are assumed equal) are entered. The velocity is calculated by
assuming the flow is split equally between the channels.

The data describing the geometry of the pump is entered as a series of nodes. Hydraulic
calculations are made at each node including the effects of the segments between the nodes with
results displayed below the end node of a segment. By properly selecting the nodal data, straight
se=~ents, sudden expansion / contractions (segments of zero length, but fhite area change), or
gradual expansion/contractions can be entered. The model uses gradual expansion/contractions
to account for chamfers on the ball seat and model the ball, which is round.

t The program allows the user to store the nodal data describing a pump or pump part and retrieve
the data for later use. Display of the data shows the pressure drops due to head, friction,
expansion/contraction, and Bernoulli’s effect separately. The program displays two kinds of
graphs: a plot of the geometry of the part being analyzed or a plot of the pressure as a function
of position. Figure 4 shows the output plot of the traveling valve geometry. Fi=wre 5 shows the
pressure drop vs. position for the entire 1.5” diameter pump.

Issues Investigated

Pressure Drop Across Valves
The pressure drop across the standing and traveling valves is important because of the effect it
has on pump fillage, gas breakout, and compressive loads on the valve rod. Tests were
conducted of the pressure drop across traveling and standing valves over a range from 0-50 gpm.
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Various size balls and seats were tested in the valves, as well as open and closed cages. Figure 6
shows the measured and modeled pressure drop through a traveling valve. In one case, there is
no ball or seat. In the other case it has a 0.875” ball and a 0.704” ID seat. The modeled data
matches the measured data very well for the case with the ball and seat. It matches the case with
no ball and seat very well up to 35 gpm, but not as well after that.

In addition to standard valves, two high efficiency standing valves were tested. Figure 7 shows
the measured pressure drop through standing valves. The valves included two closed cage
valves with different size balls and seats, an insert guided valve, and two high efficiency
standing valves. The data shows that using a smaller ball and larger seat ID reduces the pressure
drop in closed cage designs, and had approximately the same performance as an open cage
design. However, the high efficiency valves had dramatically improved performance compared
to the standard valves. The pressure drop through these valves stayed below 1 psi over the full
flow range from 0-50 gpm. This is important because it shows that an aerodynamic design that
minimizes restrictions and changes in flow area can have a large impact on pressure drop. The
same ideas used in the desie~ of these valves could be applied to other pump components.

Figure 8 shows the results of three tests on a standing valve. It is included to show that the test
results were very repeatable.

Pressure Drou Across Entire PumD
Fi=gg.me9 compares the measured and modeled pressure drop across the standing valve, traveling
valve and plunger, pump exit, and the entire pump. These tests were done using the test setup
shown in Figure 2, with pressure taps located below the standing valve, above the standing valve,
,above the plunger in the bamel, and above the pump in the tubing. Several things are worth
noting. First of all, there is excellent agreement between the model and the measured values.
This is important because it gives confidence in using the model to investigate design tradeoffs
and the effect of pumping other viscosity fluids. Another interesting item is that the losses in the
traveling valve are higher than those in the standing valve. This would be expected since the
flow area in the traveling valve is smaller than in the standing valve. However, the losses in the
pump exit (through the top cage past the valve rod) are even higher than in the traveling valve,
which was not expected. This shows that use of the model can help to point out areas for
improvement in pump design.

Effect of Viscosity
A number of model runs were conducted to determine the effect of pumping different viscosity
fluids other than water. Figure 10 shows that over a range of 0.1 CP to 100 cP, and at low to
medium flow rates that viscosity charge has very little effect on the pressure drop in the valves.
At higher flow rates the pressure drop for high viscosity fluids becomes more pronounced. This
means that uncertainties in viscosity values downhole will have a small effect on the predicted
pressure drops. For example, changing from water at 1 CP to Weeks Island Crude at 15 CP only
changed the pressure drop by 6%. Additional testing should be done with a variety of fluids with
different viscosities to verify these model results. Laboratory tests by other researchers using
fluids with different viscosities and using various valve diameters
areas improved the pump efficiency for high viscosity fluids [4].

showed that larger valve flow
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Effect of Surface Roughness
Machinery handbooks list typical surface roughness for various machining operations, ranging
from 1 micro inch for ball bearings to 250 micro inches for rough machined parts. The absolute
roughness of a number of the pump parts was measured to determine a range of roughness to use
in the friction factor calculations. The absolute roughness ranged from 9 micro inches on the
lapped seat to 177 micro inches on the pump inlet. The model was run for a number of fluid
viscosities and surface roughness values to see how sensitive the friction factor is to surface
roughness. Figure 11 shows the predicted effect of changes in surface finish on the pressure
drop in a traveling valve for water. As can be seen, the surface finish has little effect until the
absolute roughness exceeds 0.00 1“ (1000 microinches).

Effect of Valve Desi~ Details
Prior researchers have shown the benefits of enlarging the valve seat inside diameter, using open
cages rather than closed cages, and increasing the inside diameter of the plunger in order to
reduce the forces on the downstroke [5]. All of these modifications reduce fluid restrictions and
also reduce the changes in flow area. Several model runs were conducted to perform “what-if”
studies on the valve design. Figure 12 shows three model runs of a traveling valve. In case 1, all
of the flow area transitions have sharp edges. This gives a pressure loss of 19.6 psi. In case 2,
the model is then modified to include the bevel on both sides of the ball seat and at the start of
the ball-stop. This reduced the pressure drop to 17.3 psi. In case 3, the flow transitions were
smoothed out considerably. This resulted in a pressure drop of 9.8 psi, less than half that of the
original case. This points out two things. First, that in order to accurately predict the pressure
drop in pump components, the fine details of the components need to be included in the model.
Secondly, those fine details are responsible for a significant amount of the pressure drop in the
components, and should be carefully evaluated when designing new pump components.

Effect of Ball Chatter
Figure 13 shows tests of the standing valve with the ball and seat, with just the seat, and without
the ball or the seat. One of the things that is interesting to note is that with the ball and seat, the
pressure drop rises quickly up to a flow rate of approximately 25 gpm. When the flow rate is
increased further, the pressure drop decreases rapidly. The model does not predict this. In the
flow range from 5-25 gpm the ball was chattering in the valve cage. At 25 gpm the ball stopped
chattering and at the same time the pressure drop decreased dramatically. The Crane Technical
Paper [1] mentions that check valves should be sized appropriately to fully open, rather. than only
partially open, in order to minimize losses. This illustrates that there are limitations to what the
model can predict.

Forces acting on bottom of sucker rod
Another issue investigated was the load applied to the bottom of the rod string by the hydraulics
of the pump. During upstroke, it is well recob~ized that there is a force acting on the bottom of
the sucker rod string due to the weight of the fluid being lifted. This force is usually calculated
from the pressure difference, AP, across the traveling valve:

Force = –Z+P14, (1)

where Dp is plunger diameter (see Nomenclature for definition of parameters). There also is a

force due to fluid friction drag in the annulus between the plunger and barrel, but this force will
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in general be small compared to the weight of the fluid being lifted. Contact between the plunger
and barrel can also result in a mechanical friction force. In this discussion the mechanical friction
will be ignored. The force on the upstroke is tensional and so can not result in buckling.

During downstroke, the same effects result in a compressive force acting on the bottom of the
phmger. Often, the effect of pressure differential has been ignored during downstroke assuming
it is zero since the traveling valve is open. However, tests and model calculations have shown
that a pressure difference of up to -33 psi. or more is required to move fluid from below the
traveling valve to above the plunger at peak velocity during the stroke. Therefore, on the
downstroke, there is also a force due to the differential pressure, where AP is now the pressure

across the ends of the plunger. This force needs to be evaluated to determine if it is large enough
to contribute to buckling of the rods.

The force of concern is the buckling or effective load [6] not the true load (total load experienced
at a molecular level) at the bottom of the rod string. The distinction between buckling and true
load can be understood by recognizing that a rod hanging free in a fluid is subject to hydrostatic
compression (the molecules are being squeezed), but there is no tendency for the rod to buckle as
a result of the hydrostatic load. The buckling load is equal to the true load plus the pressure

times area of the rod string, trueload + PA,. The true load at the bottom of the rod string is the

pressure below multiplied by the area of the plunger less the pressure above multiplied by the

area of the shoulder between the plunger and rods, PbelOWAP– PAOV,A, (see Fib-re 14). If the

pressure above times the area of the rod string, PdOveA,, is added to the true load to get the

buckling load, the result is just the pressure differential times the area of the plunger, APAP since

A, +.Ar = Ap. Thus, Equation 1 is just the right expression for calculating the buckling load at

the bottom of the rod sting when there is no drag or mechanical friction.

The total buckling force at the bottom of the sucker rod string during the downstroke (ibmoring
mechanical friction) is a result of the combined force due to 1) the pressure differential acting on
the ends of the plunger due to resistance to fluid flow through the traveling valve and plunger
and 2) the viscous fluid “drag” acting on the sides of the plunger (see Figure 15). The first of
these fluid terms is given by Equation 1. The drag is the shear stress on the sides of the plunger
wail, ~, times the area of the sides of the plunger, zD#, where L is the length of the phmger.

Lea and Nickens [7] give the following formula for the force due to shear stress:

F~ = –@L;CR – 2:LP VP ,
R

(2)

where dP/dz = A.P/L. Note: Equation 2 is Lea and Nickens [7] equation with the first term
divided by gc so that the units of both terms of Fd are lbf, not lbm-ft/sec2. Thus the total

buckling force, F, is as a result of adding Equations 1 and 2

(D, -D,) ~_ 2~pL~ ~.
F=–7rD#P14-n Ri

2 (Db-DP) ‘
(3)

The n.Ri(Db – DP) /2 product is one half the area of the annulus ( - nDAR / 2 or circumference

times thickness) in the parallel plate approximation used by Lea and Nickens [7]. Thus,
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@( D~-DP)/2 can be replaced by z(D; –D~)/8 (1/2 area of armulus) which results in the

following formula for total buckling force:

(D:+ D;)W _ 2~PLjJv .
F=–n

8 (Db-DP) p
(4)

Equation 4 shows that the total force on the bottom of the rods has two components: 1) a term
equal to the pressure differential times the “effective” area of the plunger (area out to
approximately half way between the plunger and barrel), and 2) a term proportional to the
velocity of the plunger.

Accounting for the shear stress on the sidewalls of the plunger increases the effective area by a

factor of (D; /2 + D; /2)/D~ or - 0.1% for typical 1.5” pump. Thus, the customary

approximation of using the area of the plunger when calculating the effect of pressure does not
result in a significant error. In discussing the buckling force at the bottom of the sucker rod
string, rather than consider the effects of pressure acting on the ends of the plunger and “drag,” it
is useful to consider the effect of pressure acting on the effective area of the plunger and the
effect of plunger velocity. The use of the barrel diameter rather than effective area would be
slightly conservative.

As a result of the dynamic behavior of sucker rod pumps, the relationship between peak and
average velocity can be complex (Figure 16); however, sinusoidal motion is customarily
assumed. For sinusoidal motion, the peak velocity is related to the average velocity according to

vpeak(1 )
v

v =—
average

2?Z
~sin[6]d6 + ~~Od@ = ~. (5)

With this relationship it is possible to relate the peak plunger velocity to pump discharge rate:

v Q Q ftinzday
P pe&

=Z—=

AP 26.7Dj sec bbl ‘
(7)

where Q is measured in bbl/day. Thus, to produce 600 bbl/day using 1.5” pump, the ‘peak
plunger velocity will be 600/26.7x1.52= 10 ft/sec.

The pressure drop across the traveling valve and plunger can be calculated assuming the

I empirical equation:

AP=KQ2, (8)

where the coefficient K has the units psi per (bbl/day)2. Tests of the flow through one type of
1.5” pump’ traveling valve (.875” ball & .704” seat) show that it takes -33 psi. to move 55
galhnin (peak sinusoidal flow rate that corresponds to an average pump discharge of -600
bbl/day) of water through the traveling valve and plunger. This implies a combined traveling
valve and plunger coefficient K of - 9.3x10-5 psi/(bbl/day)2 for a 1 CP fluid.

Substituting Equations 7 and 8 into Equation 4 gives the following equation for the
combined buckling force due to pressure and plunger velocity effects:

UY+D;)KQ2
F=–z

2nLp Q

8
,fils

- (D, - Dp) 26.7DP
(9)
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Figure 17 shows the buckling force calculated with Equation 9 using the typical 11/2” pump data
found in Table 1.

Several “experiments were performed in an attempt to verify the physics of Equation (9). First
the plunger free fall rate was measured for the pump of Table 1 with the pump full of water and
was found to be only 1.2 ft/sec-- significant y less than the 10 ft/sec fall rate required to produce
600 bbl/day without pushing the rod down. A pull rod and a 2’ pony rod were attached to the
plunger adding weight that should have allowed the plunger to fall faster. Next a 25 lb. weight
was added to the pony rod. With this additional weight, the plunger still only dropped at a rate
of 2.2 ftlsec. Unfortunately, the experimental setup did not allow the addition of enough weight
to exceed the allowable buckling load or have the plunger descend at 10 fthec (the peak rate
required to produce 600 bbl.lday). The relationship between weight and drop rate is nonlinear
and there was mechanical friction; hence, it is not appropriate to extrapolate these results to the
force require to produce 600 bbl/day. One can, however, conclude from these experiments that
to produce this pump at a rate greater than (1.2/10) x 600 = 72 bbl/day the rods must push the
plunger down. The pump being used had more mechanical friction than a new pump, but not an
excessive amount.

In the second experiment performed to verify Equation 9, the plunger was held in place by a
spring balance and the apparent weight of the plunger and associated hardware was measured as
a function of flow through the pump. In Figure 18, the measured apparent weight is compared to
that expected based on Equation 4 using the measured pressure drop and Equation 9 using the
VB program to calculate “K.” The agreement is very good considering that mechanical friction
could not be eliminated from the test and caused erratic behavior. The point where the apparent
weight went to zero (-35 ga.lhnin corresponding to 380 bbl/day) just happened to be the limit of
the plumbing delivering water to the pump. At this flow rate the plunger floated up and weight
would have been required to keep it in position.

The pressure profiles measured and modeled under these fixed flow conditions can be used to
predict the time varying compressive load applied by the pump hydraulics to the valve rod.

Figure 17 shows that when the pump produces 600 bbl/day of a 1 CP fluid, the hydraulics of the
pump result in a buckIing force of -65 Ibf which happens to be the same as the load, reported by
Lea and Nickens [7], required to buckle a 7/8” sucker rod. Note, that only increasing the
viscosity to 10 CP is required to increase the buckling load to - 150% of that required to buckle
the rod. Thus one concludes that pump hydraulics can be a significant factor in whether the
bottom sucker rods buckle. Fiawre 19 shows that changing the clearance between the plunger
and barrel can siewificantly reduce the buckling load at higher viscosities.

Follow-On Work
This project developed a significant tool for predicting the effects of various changes in pump
desib~ and operation on pressure drops and fluid drag loads in a sucker rod pump. Sandia is
planning to make this program available to the industry in a user-friendly PC based computer
program. Sandia plans to extend this work by testing a full size, transparent, instrumented pump
in the laboratory using various viscosity fluids and stroke rates. These tests will be done at the
University of Texas at Austin, followed by testing a highly instrumented pump downhole.
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Recommendations for future work include testing valve components using fluids with different
viscosities, measuring pressures in the pump and the force on the plunger while stroking the
pump, extending the model to include multi-phase flow, partial pump fillage, table lookup to
input pump component geometry, input of the pump velocity directly from dynamometer data,
and adding the correlations to convert from uphole to downhole viscosity and density.

Conclusions
1. An engineering single phase model was developed for analyzing flow in sucker rod pumps.

The model results were verified by laboratory testing, and agree closely with the laboratory
data. The model has been implemented in a visual basic program for easy input and output.

2. The model predicts that:
a) For low viscosity fluid, pressure drop due to surface roughness is low for absolute

roughness <0.0 l“.
b) Pressure losses due to viscosity are low for viscosities below 100 cP.
c) Most of the pressure drop in a pump is in the valves, connectors, and rod guide, and can

be reduced by minimizing restrictions and abrupt changes in flow area.
d) The differential pressure across the traveling vaIve and plunger on the downstroke can

become significant. At high stroke rates they can put the valve rod in compression.
e) The fine detaiIs of both the model and of the hardware are important. Refining the

geometry improves the accuracy of the model.
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Table 1: Typical Data for a 11/2” Pump

Barrel diameter ( Db ) 1.5 in

Plunger diameter (D, ) 1.498 in

Plunger length (L) 3 ft
Fluid viscosity @) l+500cp
Empirical pressure coefficient (K) - 9.3x10-5 -+ -1.6x10-4 psi./(bbl/day)2

~Pump average discharge rate (Q) + 600 bbl/day

Nomenclature:
A,=

As=

A,=

CR=

CP =

Db=

DP =

F=
Fd =

gc =

K=
L=
P=

Area of plunger,

Area of shoulder between plunger and rod string,

Area of rod string,

Radial clearance, = (D~ - Dp)/2,

Centipoise = lbf-s/(ft2 47869),

Barrel diameter,

Plunger diameter,

Total buckling force,
Drag force,

32.17 lbm-ft/lbf-s2,

Empirical pressure coefficient (psi/(bbl/day)2),
Length of the plunger,
Pressure,

P~Ov,= Pressure above,

P~,lOW= Pressure below,

AP = Pressure difference across the plunger, “

Q= Pump discharge (bbl/day),
R~ = Wall corresponding to inner wall of the plunger/barrel gap,

‘P= Plunger velocity,

Vpeak = Peak velocity,
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vaverage = Average velocity,

zP==
6=
Zw =

Vertical coordinate,
~uid viscosity at the pump,

Time coordinate, and

Shear stress at plunger waJ1.

Appendix
The method consists of the following 5 steps (notation taken from the Crane Technical Paper
[1]):

1) Divide the pump into. logical nodes at
parameters into the model for each node:

Pump geometry:

each change in geometry. Input the following

Units
di,~- inside and outside flow diameters inches measured
z length between nodes inches measured
E surface roughness inch measured, or approximate per

Crane p.A-23
N number of flow channels

Fluid Properties:

P density lbrn/ft3 Crane p.A-6
(62.4 lbm/ft3 for water at 50 F)

P viscosity CP Crane p. A-3
(1.05 CP for water at 60 F)

Flow conditions:
Fixed flow rates are used to compare to lab tests, sinusoidal or variable cycle flow rates to
compare to pumping. The model uses the average instantaneous flow rate through the pump
to calculate the velocity at each node.

t

q flow rate bwm
183.3*qv=

d2
183.3*q

v=
d02 –di’

ft/sec for straight pipe flow

ftisec for annular flow

2) Determine Reynolds number at each node for each flow rate:

Re = 123.9dvp
Where d= Pipe ID for straight pipe

- @~mJd Hydraulicd= d Equivalent – for Annular Flow (see Reed
[2] for definition of Lamb and Hydraulic diameter).

12
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. .

‘Equivalent =

~o’ +di’ -((dO’ -di2)/ln(d0 /d,))]

(dO-di)

3) Determine the Friction Factor at each node for each flow rate. Use the Colebrook equation,
SOIVingiteratively, to determine f F~ing. f MO@is then 4 x f Fn.ing For straight pipes, d =
pipe ID. For annulus, d = d Eq”ivdent, NOT d Hyciriim.

fFfmning

l*10g’d%
fkf.ody= ~e

~ for Re<2100

flf.ixiy=4* fFunni.g ‘or‘e>2100

Using an initial guess of f = 0.005, solve iteratively.

4) Find total irreversible fluid friction losses between each node.

.=*
d

Where d = d ~ pipe for straight pipe flow
d = d Hyd~Ufi~fOr aIlnU1~ flow

Where K is given in Crane A-26 through A-29 for
expansions, contractions, entrances, exits. Use the
local K and v values as appropriate for the smaller
or larger pipe. The angle @ is the total included
angle, not the half angle. Add together the AP due
to straight pipe friction and the AP due to charges in
diameter.

. .*)
2 For sudden or gradual contraction, @S450

P’



.

K2 =
(.4)

For sudden or gradual contraction, 0>45°
P:

K2.*
P’

For sudden or gradual enlargement, @S450

For sudden or gradual enlargement,

5) Determine thetotal pressure drop between each set ofnodes using

@>45”

Bernoulli’s equation to
account for changes in elevation, flow velocity, and irreversible friction losses.

<–P2=

[
& (z, -z,)+ ‘j’”

1
+ ‘FricfionTotal

14
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Water Outlet

Pressure Gauge

Test component
Pressure Gauge
Controlled Inlet

-Water Inlet

“T = Flow Meter
F1OWControl Valve

Figure 1: Laboratory Test Set-Up for Individual Components

Figure 2: Laboratory Test Set-Up for Complete Pump
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Canpkte 1.5 Pump .3. tested
‘~@’”) m

_!2E!4
Total f%xmme D,op

m

Viimily (Cp)

H
1.05

D.dy [Wfc+) 624

Ah Rcqh .001

[Nods 11 2 3 4 5 6 7 B 9 10

I
Length (m) O

Chamdtl

PI

Aim FM- .601

vef [W*) 19.74

Rerrdds *

Rf lMaN&]

K

B
d4%(hwd2

d% uric)

esi [0/.]

df% 18em2

sub Told .000

7.5 .055 .32 .055 0

1 1 1 1 1

Afumlir. bed W Sea! bevel

.601 .s44 .544 .719 1.OM

19.7421.03 21.83 16,s0 11.10

127.282 133.871 133~71 116.385

.02219 .02231 .02231 .02202

.lf28 .lM .237

.zn .002 .0s4 .002

.432 .005 .034 .002

.CKio .13f .197

.000 .586 .000 -1.377 -1.005

.770 1.453 1.501 .320 -.488

0 0

1.167 1.311

.178 0

1 1

Sv stop

1.070 1.3s0

11.10 8.79

95.442

.02178

.069

.006

.003

.036

.000 -.309

-.479 - .,752

.7355 1.0334

1.311 1.311

.1648 .1825

1 1

Bal Odf

.053 .501

13.22 23.68

35.395 31.620

.fU827 .03386

.146 .153

,006 .007

.012 .Oos

.191 .579

.784 2.471

.241 3.384

4( I h

Figure 3: Visual Basic Program User Interface.

TV with Seat& 0.875 ball

1 .5T

I

.1.51

Figure 4: Visual Basic Program Display of Traveling Valve Geometry. Vertical axis is
diameter and horizontal axis is length.
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Complete 1.5Pump as tested
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0
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Figure 5: Visual Basic Program Display of Pressure Drops as a Function of Position
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Figure 6:

+ Measured Pressure
drop across traveling
valve, no Ball, no
seat, (psi)

-s-- Measured Pressure
drop across traveling
valve, 0.875 Bail,
0.704 seat, (psi)

-+ Modeled Data: No
ball, No seat

-ss Modeled Data: 0.704”
Seat & 0.875 ball

10 20 30 40 50 60
Flow (gpm)

Modeled and Measured Pressure Drop in Traveling Valve
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/

+Closed Cage Standing Valve,
1.12S ballj 0.831” Seat ID,
upright

e Insert Guided Cage Standing
Valve, 1.125” ball, 0.831” Seat
ID, Upright

High efficiency Standing Valve
#1, 1.00 ball, 0.868” Seat ID,
Upright

-@-- High efficiency Standing Valve
#2, 1.00 ball, 0.868” Seat ID,
Upright

+ Closed Cage Stand!ng Valve,
1.00” ball, 0.866” Seat ID,
upright

o 10 20 30 40 50

flow (gpm)

Figure 7: Measured Pressure Drop vs. F1OWRate for Standing Valves
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Figure 8: Repeatability of Pressure Drop vs. Flow “RateTest of Standing Valve
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Figure 9:
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—

5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40

-A-Measured Delta Pressure
across starrding valve

—Measured Delta Pressure
across Traveling valve and
Plunger

-=”- Measured Delta Pressure
across pump exit

-e--Measured Delta Pressure
across entire pump

+Modeled Delta Pressure
across standing valve

—Modeled Delta Pressure
across Traveling valve and
Plunger

; .-.%- Modeled Delta Pressure
across pump exit

Modeled

.—

+Modeled Delta Pressure

Flow (gpm)
across entire pump

and Measured Pressure Drop vs. F1OWRate in 1.5” Pump

Figure 10:
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Modeled Effect of Viscosity on Pressure Drop, 1.5” Traveling Valve
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+0.000001 inch

+ 0.00001 inch

-. 0.0001 inch
‘+0.001 inch

+0.01 inch /
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/

. .
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Flow (gpm)

Modeled Effect of Absoiute Surface Roughness in Traveling Valve for Water

1 ,

0

Figure 11:

3q 30T

Case 1 Case 2
No Bevels Beveled Seat, Stop

Case 3
.—

Beveled Seat, Stop,
Pressure Drop 19.6 psi Pressure Drop 17.3 psi Smooth Transitions

Pressure Drop 9.8 psi

Figure 12: Example of Importance of Model and Hardware Details for Traveling Valve
(top geometry, bottom pressure drop)
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+- Pressuredropacrossstanding
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Fia~re 13: Pressure Drop in Standing Valve With Ball vs. Without Ball
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Figure 14: Relationship Between Pressure Above and Below and True Force
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Figure 15: Plunger Drag Forces
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Figure 17: Buckling Force asa Function of Pump Discharge
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Figure 19: Buckling load as a function of clearance for 600 bbl/day (note the 500 CP curve
is off the scale).
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